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We develop an approach to coherence between two scalar harmonic light vibrations derived from the
ensemble interpretation of statistical optics. Coherence is presented as a statistical variable itself that turns out
to be the phase difference between the two vibrations. This provides a natural and simple extension of
second-order coherence to cover more complicated situations. This includes in a single formalism both classic
and quantum light states, allowing the most accurate interferometric measurements, even if they are incoherent
according to the standard second-order approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Coherence is a key concept in optics derived from the
statistical nature of real light beams 1–4. For definiteness
we consider two scalar harmonic light vibrations that may be
representing the light amplitudes at the two pinholes of a
Young’s interferometer as well as the amplitudes of two field
modes at the input ports of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer,
for example.
The motive for this work is that the standard second-order
degree of coherence  is insufficient to address some rel-
evant situations beyond thermal Gaussian light. This is the
case in quantum metrology, where light states providing the
maximum interferometric resolution allowed by the quantum
theory have =0 5–9. This is caused by symmetry proper-
ties of the field states instead of by a large amount of fluc-
tuations. A key point is that such powerful interferometric
schemes go beyond second-order optics by employing non-
linear detection schemes.
In this work we develop an alternative approach by iden-
tifying coherence with the phase difference between the two
vibrations. This choice is aimed to include in a single for-
malism both classic second-order optics and recent quantum
interferometric schemes. The two main reasons supporting
the soundness of this objective are the following:
i This may be regarded as an approximation ascribing
partial coherence to the result of phase fluctuations. This is
customary in classical optics since in most situations partial
visibility of interference fringes can be explained just in
terms of phase fluctuations rather than amplitude fluctua-
tions.
ii This is an exact approach from an ensemble perspec-
tive defining coherence for each sample realization and then
statistically averaging over sample repetitions.
The identification of coherence as a statistical variable
allows derivation of a probability distribution that contains
information about coherence to all orders. Thus, a key fea-
ture of this approach is that it provides a simple and natural
extension of coherence beyond second-order optics without
involving an infinite hierarchy of correlation functions. We
show below that the alternative and standard approaches co-
incide when applied to common thermal light, but lead to
opposite results when applied to more sophisticated light
states.
In Sec. II we show that the ensemble approach leads to
identification of coherence with phase difference. In Sec. III
we consider the assessment of the amount of coherence
within this formalism. In Sec. IV we apply this approach to
some relevant examples, such as thermal light and quantum
states reaching optimum interferometric resolution.
II. ENSEMBLE COHERENCE
We consider two harmonic scalar vibrations two field
modes that are statistically fully described by two scalar
random complex amplitudes, E1 and E2. The second-order
complex degree of coherence between two scalar electro-
magnetic vibrations E1,2 is introduced as a function of aver-
ages of complex-amplitude products E12, E22, and
E1
E2 1–4,
 =
E1
E2
E12E22
. 2.1
A. Coherence and phase difference
In this work coherence is presented as a statistical vari-
able itself, rather than as a function of averages of other
variables. From the ensemble-average picture this can be
done by defining coherence for each sample realization and
then deriving the corresponding probability distribution de-
scribing its random variation when the ensemble member is
varied.
Every field realization provides a pair of definite complex
amplitudes E1j and E2j, where j indexes the sample. The
single-realization counterpart of Eq. 2.1 is
ej =
E1
jE2j
E1j2E2j2
= expi j , 2.2
where  j =argE2j−argE1j is the phase difference be-
tween E1j and E2j. This result agrees with common
physical intuition since in most situations partial visibility of*alluis@fis.ucm.es; URL: http://www.ucm.es/info/gioq
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interference fringes can be explained just in terms of phase
fluctuations rather than amplitude fluctuations.
Although all the samples have maximum coherence
ej=1, the ensemble will not in general, because the
phase  j will change randomly from realization to realiza-
tion so that e1. A similar ensemble approach arises in
the polarization context where partial polarization is natu-
rally regarded as the random succession of different fully
polarized states 10–13.
Incidentally,  can be expressed also as an average of
phase difference in the context of the Wigner-function for-
mulation of paraxial optics, as shown in Ref. 14. Further
relations between coherence and phase in the quantum and
classical domains can be found in Ref. 15.
B. Probability distribution
When the sample realization is repeated, the complex am-
plitudes E1j and E2j change so that the ensemble average
of any quantity F is
F = lim
N→
1
N	j=1
N
FE1j,E2j , 2.3
where N is the number of ensemble members. The variability
of E1j and E2j can be suitably represented by a probabil-
ity distribution PE1 ,E2 expressing the probability of ap-
pearance of each pair of complex amplitudes E1 ,E2
throughout the ensemble. This probability distribution allows
computation of the same ensemble average 2.3 as
F =
 d2E1d2E2FE1,E2PE1,E2 . 2.4
Moreover, complete information about F is provided by the
marginal probability distribution Pf, which can be derived
from PE1 ,E2 as
Pf =
 d2E1d2E2f − FE1,E2PE1,E2 , 2.5
where  is the Dirac delta function. This allows computation
of the same ensemble averages 2.3 and 2.4 as
F =
 df fPf . 2.6
Next we apply this general approach to the phase differ-
ence f =, F=arg E2−arg E1. To derive P from PE1 ,E2
it will be useful to consider different parametrizations for the
complex amplitudes E1 and E2 in order to simplify as far as
possible the integrals in Eq. 2.5. The choice of the proper
parametrization depends on the particular PE1 ,E2 consid-
ered. For definiteness we will consider two possibilities to be
used in the examples in Sec. IV. In any case the idea is to
include  as part of the coordinates describing E1 and E2.
Then to obtain P one must integrate PE1 ,E2 over all the
variables except  itself.
Usually the complex amplitudes E1 and E2 are described
by real Cartesian coordinates representing their real and
imaginary parts,
x1,2 =
1
2
E1,2 + E1,2
 , y1,2 =
i
2
E1,2

− E1,2 , 2.7
or
E1,2 = x1,2 + iy1,2, 2.8
with
d2E1d2E2 = dx1dy1dx2dy2. 2.9
Alternatively, we will find useful to use two different expres-
sions for E1 and E2. The first one is
E1 = r cos

2
expi, E2 = r sin

2
expiexpi ,
2.10
with r0, 	0, 	, −	, and
d2E1d2E2 =
1
4r
3 sin drddd . 2.11
More explicitly, the field variables r, , , and  are defined
as
r = E12 + E22,  = 2 arctanE2E1 ,
 = arg E2 − arg E1,  = arg E1. 2.12
The meaning of r2 is total intensity,  is the phase of E1, and
 is the phase difference between E2 and E1. The angle 
expresses the distribution of the total intensity r2 between the
two fields E1 and E2, since E12=r2 cos2 /2 and E22
=r2 sin2 /2. The factor of 1/2 is introduced for conve-
nience to simplify formulas and has no any further meaning.
With this parametrization 2.5 leads to the following for-
mula for P:
P =
1
4

−	
	
d

0

drr3

0
	
d sin PE1,E2 ,
2.13
where E1 ,E2 in PE1 ,E2 should be expressed as in Eq.
2.10.
The second particular parametrization we will find useful
is
E1 = r1 expi, E2 = r2 expiexpi , 2.14
with r1,20, 	, −	, and
d2E1d2E2 = r1r2dr1dr2dd . 2.15
More explicitly, the field variables r1, r2, , and  are defined
as
r1 = E1, r2 = E2 ,
 = arg E2 − arg E1,  = arg E1. 2.16
In this case r1
2 and r2
2 represent the individual intensities. The
formula used to obtain P in this case is
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P = 

−	
	
d

0

dr1r1

0

dr2r2PE1,E2 . 2.17
Note that to describe the two scalar complex amplitudes E1
and E2, we need four real quantities. They can be the four
Cartesian variables in Eq. 2.7, the three angles and a radius
in Eq. 2.10, or the two angles and two radii in Eq. 2.14.
III. DEGREE OF COHERENCE
Within this approach fully incoherent light is represented
by a uniform phase-difference distribution Pincoherent
=1 /2	. Thus, the amount of coherence can be assessed in
terms of the distance D between P and the uniform dis-
tribution 1 /2	 as
D = 2	

−	
	
dP − 12	2. 3.1
Since D is unbounded we can construct a normalized degree
of coherence 
, with 0
1, as

 = D
D + 1
. 3.2
This formulation is consistent with similar definitions of
other optical properties 13,15–17.
Note that 
 presents the same invariance properties as .
This is because 
 and  are invariant under nonrandom in-
vertible complex scale changes E1,2→1,2E1,2 for complex
1,20. In our case these transformations produce just a
phase shift P→P+constant that does not affect the
value of 
.
It is shown below that for Gaussian fields 
. How-
ever, in the general case 
  since they correspond to
different statistical evaluations. More specifically,  is a
second-order quantity on the complex field amplitudes E1,2,
while 
 depends exclusively on the statistics of the phase
difference . This is a nonlinear function of E1,2 so that 

goes beyond second-order statistics by depending on all the
moments of PE1 ,E2.
Within this approach coherence is naturally determined by
the amount of fluctuations of the phase difference. Since this
is an angular variable the assessment of fluctuations is not as
simple as for Cartesian variables 18,19. In our case we
have
D =
1

− 1, 
 = 1 −  , 3.3
where
 =
1
2	

−	
	
dP2
, 3.4
is the Süssmann measure 19. This is also the particular case
=2 of the Rényi entropies 20,21
SP =
1
1 − 
ln

−	
	
Pd . 3.5
Equivalent expressions have been used in different contexts
as measures of localization, uncertainty, and information
19,21.
IV. EXAMPLES
In this section we present simple and meaningful ex-
amples showing that the ensemble approach provides mean-
ingful results in very different contexts.
A. Gaussian
A very common particular case is thermal light described
by a zero-mean Gaussian distribution for the complex ampli-
tudes,
PGE1,E2 =
1
	2 det 
exp− E†−1E , 4.1
where Et= E1 ,E2,
 = E12 E1E2
E1
E2 E22
 =  I1 I1I2I1I2 I2  , 4.2
with Ij = Ej2 and det = I1I21− 2, and we have as-
sumed det 0 below we consider the case det =0. Af-
ter two consecutive changes of variables, which are Eq.
2.14 and
x = I2
det 
r1, y = I1det r2, 4.3
the integrations in Eq. 2.17 can be expressed as
PG = 2
1 − 2
	


0

dx

0

dyxy
exp− x2 − y2 + 2xycos  , 4.4
where we have assumed without loss of generality that  is
real. After expanding exp2xycos  in a power series, we
get finally
PG = 	
n=0

cn cos
n , cn =
1 − 2
2	
2n2n2 + 1
n!
n,
4.5
where  is the gamma function. In Fig. 1 we have repre-
sented probability distribution 4.5 for =0.9.
The degree of coherence 
 in Eq. 3.2 is given by


−	
	
dPG
2  = 2	 	
k,=0

ckc
 k +  + 12 
 k + 2 !
cos2 k + 	2  ,
4.6
where the factor cos2k+	 /2 is introduced to select only
the contribution of the terms with even k+. In Fig. 2 we
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have represented 
 as a function of  where it can appre-
ciated that for Gaussian fields 
.
For completeness we finally consider the case det =0,
which corresponds to the amplitude distribution
PE1,E2 =

	
exp− A12A2 , 4.7
where A1,2 are complex linear combinations of the original
amplitudes E1,2, such as A2=E1+E2.
When det = I1I21− 2=0 we have either i =1 or
ii I1I2=0. For case i we have 0 and the delta func-
tion E1+E2 in Eq. 4.7 means that the phase differ-
ence is fixed and not fluctuating, PG=−0, where
0=arg −arg +	. Thus 
=1, in agreement with =1.
In case ii I1=0 or I2=0; both  and e are undefined since
coherence requires the existence of two nonvanishing elec-
tric fields to be defined.
B. Twin photon states
As a more sophisticated example let us consider a field
state with quantum metrological applications. This is a twin
photon-number state n1n2 with n photons in mode E1 and
n photons in mode E2 5,6. More specifically we will focus
on its coherence properties after passing through a 50% loss-
less beam splitter, which can be represented as the input
beam splitter of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer as illus-
trated in Fig. 3.
This example is of relevance since for this state =0
although it reaches the maximum interferometric precision
allowed by the quantum theory the Heisenberg limit. This
paradox is solved by the ensemble approach to coherence
developed in this work.
As a suitable field distribution PE1 ,E2 we consider the
Q function, defined by projection of the field state on coher-
ent states 2,22. This means that ensemble coherence be-
comes the classical version of the quantum phase-difference
approach based on the Q function 23. In such a case the
amplitude distribution for the state n1n2 before the beam
splitter is assuming E1,2 to be dimensionless by a suitable
scaling
PnE1,E2 =  1
	n!
2
E1E22nexp− E12 − E22 . 4.8
After a 50% lossless beam splitter performing the transfor-
mation
E1 →
1
2 E1 + E2, E2 →
1
2 E1 − E2 , 4.9
the field distribution becomes
PnE1,E2 =  1
	n!
2 E1
2
− E2
22n
22n
exp− E12 − E22 .
4.10
After change of variables 2.10 we get
PnE1,E2 =  1
	n!
2 r22 
2n
1 − sin2  cos2 nexp− r2 .
4.11
By expanding 1−sin2  cos2  in power series and perform-
ing the r and  integrations, we get the phase-difference dis-
tribution
Pn = 	
k=0
n
ck cos
2k , ck =
2n + 1!
	4n+1n!
− 1k
n − k ! k + 3/2
.
4.12
In Fig. 4 we have represented Pn for n=20. We can ap-
preciate a double-peak structure that was already noticed in
the quantum case using a different phase approach 6.
For this example =0 since Pn−E1 ,E2= PnE1 ,E2 so
that E1E2
=0. Note that this holds by symmetry properties
of PnE1 ,E2 instead of being the result of a large amount of
fluctuations. On the other hand 
0 since
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
P ( )
G
 (rad)
FIG. 1. Probability distribution 4.5 for a Gaussian field state
with =0.9.


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0
0.2
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1
FIG. 2. 
 as a function of  for a Gaussian field state.
beam splitter
50%
|n>1
|n>2

FIG. 3. Scheme of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer illuminated
by the twin photon-number state n1n2.
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2	
dPn
2 = 2	 	
k,=0
n
ckc
k +  + 1/2
k + !
. 4.13
In Fig. 5 we have represented 
 as a function of n. The
degree of coherence 
 approaches its maximum value 

→1 as n increases, in agreement with the interferometric
usefulness of these states.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed an alternative approach to coherence
by regarding it as a statistical variable, in agreement with an
ensemble-average interpretation of statistical optics. Such
ensemble coherence turns out to be equivalent to phase dif-
ference.
This approach is of interest since it includes in a single
formalism both classic and quantum light states, allowing
precise interferometric measurements. The ensemble and
standard approaches coincide when applied to common
Gaussian light, but lead to opposite results when applied to
quantum light, providing the maximum resolution in inter-
ferometric measurements. Such states have vanishing stan-
dard degree of coherence, while they are highly coherent in
the alternative formalism, in agreement with their interfero-
metric usefulness.
This consistent inclusion of very different situations arises
because this formalism is naturally an all-order approach.
The application of the ensemble strategy to coherence re-
garded as a statistical variable leads to a probability distribu-
tion for coherence that contains information to all orders.
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